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~JARED~ 

 

“Fuck! Oh fuck me! Harder! Ooooooh!!!” 

 

“You certainly have… *huff*… been quick to adjust!” laughed Angel as she pushed in and out of my 

pussy with a little more energy. Oh god did it feel fantastic! I had never known sex could feel like this!! 

 

“I can’t help it… this body… how did you stand it? Oh! Oh! OHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!” 

 

“Me? How about you?! This body… ah!... this body is so quick to come! It’s too easy! I have to constantly 

hold myself back, and you doing that to me is driving me nuts!” 

 

“I said I can’t… help it… Oh I’m coming… I’m coming! AIEEEEEEEEEEEE!” 

 

And as I came Angel sped up her thrusting before she too came inside me, grabbing hold of my furred 

body as I gripped the soft and cushiony webbing underneath me. I still wasn’t used to having breasts, 

nor this much fur, and the sensation of having both pressed up against Angel’s warm, strong body was 

ecstatic. 

 

My pussy gripped her tight and held her deep inside my belly as she filled me with seed, a deep sense of 

satisfaction and joy numbing my mind for a moment as I lay awash in a cloud of pure bliss. Indeed, it felt 

like we were making love in a cloud. The room was unrecognizable now, washed white with the amount 

of soft silk webbing we had created in the heat of our passion, our own now fully furred white bodies 

ideally camouflaged for this fuzzy environment.  

 

I wasn’t used to being a woman, and Angel certainly wasn’t used to being male, but we were both 

making the most of it while we waited for ‘Uncle Jorge’ to come up with a fix to our problem. I wasn’t 

sure if I trusted him enough to let him keep experimenting on us, but then again I wasn’t sure we had a 

choice. I certainly didn’t know of any other apothecaries, and he certainly did seem to be especially well 

qualified, despite his initial failure… but I wasn’t complaining too loudly. 

 

Angel collapsed on top of me. 

 

“You sound like a girl when you scream like that,” she teased. 

 



“And you seem to really enjoy making me scream... Maybe you were meant to be born a man?” I teased 

back. I reached up behind her with my rear legs and squeezed her big butt closer, eliciting an 

appreciative squeal from her.  

 

“It certainly is a unique and exciting experience… only I wish it weren’t so embarrassing.” 

 

“What’s really embarrassing is I think you’re bigger than I was…” 

 

“Really? So you don’t mind that I’m inside you?” 

 

“That too!” 

 

“Maybe I should pull out then?” 

 

“No, you don’t have to just yet-ahhhh!” 

 

Oh how sensitive I was down there, so exposed and vulnerable underneath Angel’s strong masculinity! I 

wondered if this was how she felt before with me? If so, I think I knew how to compensate for it… 

 

“I really don’t think I’m bigger, by the way,” she said, laughing gently. “If I had to guess I would say I’m 

exactly the same size as you were, which coincidently might be a clue as to what happened. You just 

think it’s bigger because you’re now on the receiving end of it!” 

 

“And what about you?” I gasped back as I felt every tiny ridge that decorated it’s too thick base, every 

gentle curve, the slight flexing of its shape and tickling movements of its tip… all as it slid slowly from my 

body… it really was too much. 

 

I felt hands on my belly, in my soft and downy white fur, and gasped even louder as I felt them travel 

back up to my breasts, which I still had not gotten entirely used to or comfortable with.  

 

“Me?” she asked, holding on to my tits. “Although…I don’t know, actually. These seem pretty big to me.” 

 

“I have to agree with you there… but I don’t think they’re any larger than yours were either, if I were 

being truly objective…” 

 

“Now I’m confused!” 

 

But she wasn’t confused about what she was doing. Her hands cupped that weight on my chest, my fur 

in between her fingers and under her palms, and the feeling of her fingertips touching my areolas in 

small circular movements as incredible, as were her light teasing and pinching of my nipples. I had never 

known my body could be this soft feeling, or this sensationally erotic. Something as simple as touching 



my chest was getting me breathing heavily again, mere moments after I had already had an unbelievable 

climax. 

 

She pulled the rest of the way out of my body, leaving me feeling empty and hollow inside, and my 

coochie was practically radiating with warmth and pleasure, sending tingles up my entire body. I 

reached down to touch it, swollen and still slightly loose feeling from having such an enormous thing 

inside me, but already I could feel my spider-like vitality allowing my body to recover from the ordeal, 

and in no time at all I would no doubt be back to near virginal tightness… (because after all I could never 

go back to being considered a virgin after that, could I)?  

 

It was strange… having lost my virginity as a guy was definitely special, and I would never forget that 

wonderful sense of accomplishment and relaxation, but experiencing it again as a woman made me feel 

different. I felt as though I had altogether renewed my bond with Angel, and if I hadn’t been in love with 

her before, I certainly would have been by now. Perhaps it was a chemical produced by the female 

orgasm that was making me feel this unaccountable spike in my already sky-high sense of devotion to 

her? 

 

As I gently touched myself I looked down to see Angel’s bright pink erection still standing tall between 

her arms and in front of my breasts as she played with me, and with the heat and glow of an orgasm still 

burning in my brain, not to mention the oddly insatiable appetite for sex that this female body seemed 

to have (though it was not nearly on par with the intense and blinding heat I had been to by Angel’s 

mother) I decided to play with her body too, and reached with my free hand to pull her s-shaped and 

perfectly tapered shaft over into my welcoming bosom of billowy white fur and twin pillows of soft 

flesh.  

 

Judging from the sudden tightening of Angel’s hands my boldness was unexpected, but if that had 

caught her by surprise then she certainly wouldn’t be expecting what I planned to do next. 

 

She was still slick and wet from being inside me, her shaft slipping easily between my breasts as the 

bendy tip poked up and out of my chest-fur and into the vicinity of my face… and that was all the 

encouragement I needed to push forwards and put the tip in my mouth. 

 

It was very hot, and wet, and tasted funny and salty… but I think I liked it. Angel herself seemed 

conflicted, frozen as if, for the first time since I had met her, she wasn’t sure what to do. Well, I wasn’t 

going to do anything too crazy yet. I knew that she needed a little time to recover first, after all. But still, 

I might be able to still have some fun and speed up her recovery. She wasn’t exactly human, after all, 

and human limits of vitality, especially regarding sex, didn’t apply in the same way. It might but a strain 

on her for a bit but I knew she could take it. 

 

I moved down lower on her and pulled more of her maleness into my mouth, caressing its smooth shape 

with my tongue, tasting both her and myself, that sweet feminine wetness on her so strange now that I 



knew it came from me. She groaned loudly, and squished my breasts around her shaft as it slowly slid 

through my cleavage, moving them up and down against it slowly, gently, as if to ask me to do the same. 

 

Well, slow I guess compared to the aggressive pounding she had just given me, as she pushed herself 

further into my mouth, the pointed and thin tip quickly reaching the back of my throat, and as more and 

more entered my mouth the thicker it became. 

 

I was a bit distracted by the sensations from my own two breasts, as well as my very wet and slightly 

messy pussy as I used hand and fingers to idly explore my still unfamiliar sex, touching every exciting 

nook and cranny that I could reach, so I was caught a bit by surprise when Angel pushed past the back of 

my throat without warning. 

 

I hadn’t been neglecting my duties of course. I had been using everything that I knew as a man about 

what felt best when being given head, and was committed to fulfilling the role of the dutiful female 

seeing to the needs and wants of her partner, as well as my own, but I was so caught up in it that I not 

only didn’t pay attention to the signs that Angel was going to go deeper, but had completely forgotten 

that it was even an option.  

 

It slid down easily, being very flexible and well-shaped, and at first it was only a few inches… but that 

quickly changed. I gulped reflexively as more and more was pushed past my lips, widening my jaw, as my 

throat expanded around her shaft as it pushed deeper and deeper. 

 

I admit I panicked a little at first. I hadn’t gotten a very big breath of air before she had cut off my 

airway, for one, but to my surprise I found that I could still breathe through other orifices on my spider’s 

abdomen, breathing tubes that , if I weren’t mistaken, were called spiracles. Was this how Angel 

seemingly held her breath for ages on end when she did this for me? I had been taken for granted the 

extra oxygen I had been getting from them, and no doubt without them I wouldn’t have been able to 

maintain both the human the spider halves of me like this.  

 

Still, it felt good, being able to do that for her. She definitely seemed to be really enjoying it, as she was 

starting to thrust into my throat a little bit. The base of her dick was starting to reach my cleavage, and 

the ridges and ripples that so pleased me before now pleased me again in a whole new way as they 

rubbed up and down against my breasts, sliding smoothly against my skin and thick, enveloping fur. 

 

“Oh God,” moaned Angel, her dick bent in a U-shape from between my mammaries, up into my lovingly 

attentive mouth, and back down again through my throat, nearly reaching my stomach now. I could feel 

every inch of her with exquisite vividness inside of me as she squirmed and thrust inside me. 

 

“It’s like the world’s softest stuffed animal is sucking me off!!!” she cried, unable to contain herself. Oh 

god I was a mess down below. I laughed silently with sympathy for a moment before carefully doing my 

duty and making this the most magical experience possible for her.  

 



I was having too good of a time myself. If this kept up I would likely end up squirting all over the floor 

while my girlfriend filled my belly with her spunk direct from the tap, but while we were continuing on 

with our fun and experimentation we were… interrupted.  

 

*** 

~JARED~ 

 

A slight ripping, tearing sound broke the otherwise utterly sound-proofed room we were in, and 

suddenly it wasn’t soundproof anymore. The sound of leaves rustling in a gentle breeze, the distant calls 

of birds, and the earthy smell of the forest suddenly entered the room. Angel. Lost as she was in the 

moment, didn’t appear to take notice of anything, and of course I myself couldn’t really see anything 

due to the crazy amount of thick, muffling, cottony webbing we had both strung up from wall to wall, 

our private nest of silk soft and strong and private… but something big was navigating its way through 

the clouds of web. 

 

And that was when I recognized the smell of the intruder(s). It was Mr. and Mrs. Spider who had both so 

kindly aided us out in the forest before Jorge was able to find us, both of the giant spiders having 

surrendered their bodies to us so that Angel could take a break from my uncontrollable lust and that I 

might still have an object for which to try, futile though it was, to sate my need to mate again and again. 

 

If memory served they were both extraordinarily furry, to the point where calling them fluff-balls 

wouldn’t be inaccurate, and their furs coloring was a mottled calico mix of brown, black, and white that 

was well suited to camouflage in the shadowy forest, and lo-and-behold there indeed poked a wildly 

fluffy calico’d head of a giant spider through the webbing next to us. 

 

It was the female, her smaller and daintier pedipalps giving it away even if her pheromones didn’t, and 

she seemed to be confused for a moment. I certainly could understand… it had confused me as well. 

Angel still smelled like she should, the fingerprint of her unique fragrance utterly unchanged… except 

that she now smelled distinctively male instead of female, and me vice versa. A look of sadness seemed 

to pass over her large, compound eyes as she saw my hand buried deep in my muff, and Angel’s hands 

all over my breasts. A moment of interest seemed to pass over her as she saw Angel’s massive phallus in 

between said breasts, but considering it was ‘in use’ she turned her attention back to me.  

 

I could smell her need, and God it still turned me on, which seemed strange considering I was female 

now. I didn’t even think it was physically possible for the pheromones of two same-sex Arachne to affect 

one another, but I was mistaken. It still affected me. Maybe it was just my memories from when I was 

male and had taken her but God she smelled sexy. 

 

That potent spice coming off her body fought and mixed with Angel’s own newly male musk, as well as 

the thick musk of the other, male, giant spider who was right behind the female.  

 



I wasn’t sure if I was comfortable with where this was going, but my body was already getting ahead of 

me, and the female spider certainly had made up her mind. She pushed through the webbing, and was 

already standing right next to both of us, so it was a relatively quick and easy thing to push herself 

underneath Angel, positioning herself in front of me, and used her thin pedipalps to push my own hand 

out of the way. Thus, with my pussy suddenly and so easily bared, she pushed her head forwards into 

my mound… and her mouthparts quickly got to work on me.  

 

I don’t know what I thought was going to happen, but what did literally made me choke on my own 

scream. Ms. Spider latched onto my clit with powerful suction and sweet lord did she know how to work 

it!! I was immediately bucking, with her moving flawlessly with me, as I felt myself being brought to a 

shaking, aching orgasm straight out of nowhere.  

 

I wanted to say something, but my throat was still full of Angel, and she was picking up her pace, having 

recovered enough of her ardor, apparently, to prepare herself for another climax as well.  

 

Meanwhile, Mr. Spider was stealthily sneaking up behind me. I didn’t notice him at all until it was 

already far too late to do anything as he, too, placed his mouthparts on my body… on my ass… and 

began sucking me there too. 

 

I clenched up as I felt myself about to come. It was going to be massive, and it was still building! Oh God 

I didn’t think I could take something like this! And now the two spiders working on me were using their 

long, pointed tongues on me, the one in front moving between my pussy and my clit, as her long tongue 

would dip and flick in and out so deep into me, sucking and licking up all my bodily fluids as if they were 

the sweetest nectar at the bottom of a flower…. And the giant spider in the back was doing much of the 

same thing, making a mess of my ass and making me blush with embarrassment from the unbelievable 

amounts of pleasure him tonguing me back there was causing me.  

 

I mean, female body not-withstanding, I had gone my entire life adamantly avoiding even the thought of 

putting anything near my butt… but this was obviously about to change as Mr. Spider had other plans, it 

seemed, and oh god it did feel good.  

 

And so it was, with a tongue deep in my ass, and a wonderful female spider sucking on my clit and 

licking my pussy, and with Angel practically penetrating my stomach, it finally became too much and I 

came, screaming mutely as my throat clenched tightly over Angel and neither of my two spider friends 

even slowed down, and in fact Ms. Spider sped up quite a bit as if the gushing of my poor pussy were 

encouragement for her to go faster.  Angel responded by shuddering to a halt as well, before I felt that 

warm rush travel up her dick and down my throat, expanding both, to fill my belly with a thick, hot, 

geyser of her sperm. 

 

I groaned as I felt my belly swell and swell, past the point where I thought I could hold no more as I was 

force fed my own girlfriend’s man-juice… all while I creamed myself and a female spider licked it up, 

while attentively stimulating my clit with powerful suction that made me dance on the tips of my 



footpads, while in my rear, Mr. Spider was removing his very long tongue (if I had to guess at least a foot 

long!!) and leaving me feeling very… empty and wet… back there. 

 

But not for too long, as suddenly I felt, even as I had just climaxed, something huge poking at my 

slickened butt.  

 

Oh sweet Jesus that spider’s pedipalps were huge and he was pressing one against my back door!!! No 

way that would fit! I had to do something before… nnnnNNNGGAH! No way he just!!!! 

 

Yet he had. He had held on to my rear-legs and had pushed with surprisingly gentle force until, with a 

ridiculous amount of stretching that should have by all rights have been painful, pushed inside of me. 

 

Except it wasn’t painful at all. It felt good. It felt really good. Maybe what I had been led to expect from 

human culture didn’t apply to spiders, or maybe it was special spit, or maybe it had something to do 

with this crazily furry female Arachne body that crazy Jorge had bestowed upon me with his potion that 

was supposed to just cure me… but whatever it was it was magical… and while Mr. Spider in front had 

slowed down a bit to lap up my mess as it flowed from me from my orgasm, she quickly resumed her 

attack with renewed vigor. 

 

I don’t think I could ever get used to it. As a man it is pretty much physically impossible for one orgasm 

to lead in to another. For males its one and done, and while you can still have more than one, they need 

time to cool down and recharge. Even Angel, who was slowly retreating from my windpipe as she slowly 

went flaccid, was not immune to that simple fact of nature. 

 

But now that I had a female body things were totally different… and my male mind, used to male 

pleasure, couldn’t quite yet handle the fact that I was already about to have a full-blown climax again. 

Angel was spent, and was already falling limply backwards into a hammock of webbing to rest, selfishly 

leaving me to the mercy of the two horny spiders, and as she fell I regained the use of my voice. 

 

“Gah… Angel! You’ve got to help meeeeeeie! AH!! Oh mother of… you don’t know what they’re doing to 

me!” 

 

Mr. Spider, having successfully pushed his entire phallus deep into the warm, tight, welcoming depths of 

my behind, immediately began energetically fucking me… while Ms. Spider was still sucking and licking 

away. Oh sweet mother she had a way with her mouth… but HO!  

 

Suddenly she added something new into the mix! A pedipalp, thrust suddenly into my empty and aching 

puss hole! Oh god that threw me over the edge! I climaxed hard, breasts jutting and bouncing freely in 

the air, the fur on my entire body standing on end as if by electricity, and it was hard for me to believe I 

wasn’t being electrocuted.  

 



Angel, however, appeared to be partially incapacitated, but a smile spread across her face at my 

predicament.  

 

“Help you? Honey I’m too tired to keep going, but they look like they’ve got it covered!” 

 

“That’s not what I mean!” I cried, but was interrupted as I was hit in the face by a wall of super-fluffy 

calico colored fur. The female faux-fucking me had performed a small feat of acrobatics and turned 

herself upside down, climbing on top of me and pushing the underside of her abdomen into my face. 

There, waiting for me under all that thick fur, was her own alien looking feminine vent. 

 

It smelled quite literally like some exotic flower, sweet and pleasant, and was very wet. No doubt her 

time spent playing with my own version of the same had gotten her a bit worked up, and, well, I did owe 

her one, and she was being very persistent with how she was shoving it in my face. 

 

So I gave in and did to her what I’ve done countless times to Angel, with the intention of giving back 

every bit as good as I got, and buried my face. 

 

She immediately filled my mouth with a mildly sweet wetness as I quickly became familiar again with 

just how alien these giant spiders were from Arachne, and especially humans. I was greatly encouraged 

by the wonderful stimulations she was putting me through, as well as the reactions she was giving me as 

I explored deeper and deeper. I quickly came to the conclusion that many, if not all, of the same spots 

that were especially sensitive and pleasurable for Angel also applied to this giant spider as well, and 

used that information to guess what I might try next. 

 

But I don’t think she was quite used to having a human mouth on her sensitive areas, because I was in 

the middle of going to town on here when out of nowhere she suddenly clamped down hard on my clit, 

sucking hard and squeezing, twisting, and rubbing it with her tongue and mouth-parts, as her pedipalp 

pushed as deep as it would go into my puss hole… and then came all over my face. 

 

Of course I was being double penetrated at the same time, and, well, being come on by a female spider 

twice my size, with my face and upper body, fur and breasts and all, buried a foot deep in her own 

comforting and warm fur that smelled like the forest and flowers and sex…. Well, it was a hell of feeling, 

but I might have lasted a little longer if the male in the back hadn’t suddenly decided to put his second 

pedipalp into play. 

 

Without warning he started wriggling the massive thing into the entrance to my web-hole, quickly 

stretching the sensitive organ beyond what nature had probably intended for it to ever stretch… but the 

flesh back there was astoundingly elastic and pliable, and quickly I felt a wonderfully pleasurable ‘pop’ 

as he pushed his second bulbous organ inside me, it size never ceasing to astound me, especially as he 

then proceeded to push it further and further into my web-dispenser, my silken-chute. 

 



Well that uncalled-for ‘surprise’ took me to the next level, and Ms. Spider in front of me seemed to not 

be finished with me either, desperately pushing back against my face when I had stopped as if not fully 

satisfied by what I could give her. I gave her an orgasm, right? What more could she want? 

 

Stupid question. As if by answer she started to try and force her second pedipalp into my pussy next to 

her first one… and thin as it was two things of that size inside of me, next to each other, rubbing 

together like that… that was just too much! Wet as I was it slid in with relatively little resistance, and she 

immediately stepped up her game by moving them opposite to each other while still suctioning 

powerfully on my hard, throbbing, nearly painfully stimulated clit! Oh Gods was that good! But I couldn’t 

think of any way to return the favors she was giving me down there… except maybe.  

 

I tried to focus as best I could while being fucked by, technically, four ‘dicks’ at once. Her entrance was 

right in front of my face, and I had grown familiar with its unique and animalistic shape, far less human 

that an Arachne’s pussy, and I knew that she could handle not only my own dick when I was a male 

Arachne, but probably also the pedipalps of the giant spider behind me… which were approximately the 

size of my arm, which was good, because I didn’t think that ‘just’ fingering her would have been enough. 

She wanted penetration like she was giving me, and she didn’t care that I was female like herself. I was 

flattered that she still ‘liked’ me in that way, despite my current predicament, and it did wonders to 

bolster my confidence. Despite whatever appearances I might have put up I was still confused and a 

little bit scared by all of this… but when the sex was this good I could overlook it all, at least for a little 

bit.   

 

I took my hand and gently, carefully touched her with my fingers, so much smaller than I remember 

them being for the majority of my life. Thin and delicate, the skin smooth and flawless. I could guess that 

my arm would not harm her, and at my touch she seemed to encourage me further with the movements 

of her own pedipalps, her excitement and anticipation for whatever I was going to do to her palpable. 

Well, I would have to try and not disappoint her. 

 

So, my own body under assault and my composure less than dignified, I formed a loose, cone-shaped 

fist, and pushed it into her thoroughly prepped puss-hole… and was rewarded as her hot, wet flesh 

stretched tightly but smoothly over my hand. It gripped me tightly, squeezing me and moving, and I 

actually giggled as I could feel very similar things happening to my own body. The moment was surreal, 

but I pushed past it to see to Ms. Spider’s own needs, and she needed, desperately wanted, to be 

penetrated. 

 

I had never fisted anyone or anything before, but I’ll tell you… what a ride! It wasn’t the same as being a 

man again, but it was shockingly close! My arm couldn’t feel the same pleasure as a man, but I received 

immediate and powerful pleasure from seeing Ms. Spider respond to my touches and movements. It 

was incredibly intimate, with my face mere inches away from her sex as I moved my arm in and out, 

using my fingers and wrist to touch, rub, tickle, and otherwise stimulate those special spots I knew 

existed inside her… pushing elbow deep into her eagerly sucking and grasping pussy… and then shoulder 

deep! She could take me all, and she absolutely loved the way I pushed and rubbed my arm against 



those special spots inside of her. Certainly it had to be a mix-up compared to spider-dick and pedipalps, 

as the human arm was rather unique, and she seemed to be going nuts over it. I did my best to keep her 

going, and to give as good a performance as I was capable of under the circumstances, even using my 

other hand to play with her tightly clenching labia and outer ‘lips’ to her organ.  

 

It actually took a surprising amount of work, and during that time I tried to hold onto my sanity as I was 

brought to a… third? Fourth? I had lost count… but I knew this next climax was going to be the best yet, 

and I wanted to put it off for just a bit longer so that Mr. and Mrs. Spider could share in it with me.  

 

I didn’t need to wait too long, though. They were both nearing the ends of their ropes too, and in 

perfect harmony I felt all three of us speeding up little by little…. until… 

 

It was epic. A rush of bliss and utter satisfaction from being double teamed by a pair of giant spiders, a 

situation not very different from being quadruple-teamed really, if you counted the sexual organs 

instead of the participating parties. I found myself wondering if this was how it felt to make love as a 

male giant spider, with my face practically right up against Ms. Spider’s belly and pussy with my arm 

deep inside as she came and sprayed me with clear, sweetly scented pussy juice, and I tasted some of it 

curiously, and it tasted rather good. I could feel every tremor, every convulsion, and every tiny peak in 

her body through my arm as she came, and I’m sure she could feel exactly the same from me. 

 

I came so hard it drained me of nearly all my remaining dregs of energy, and it was all I could do to 

simply collapse backwards in a heap onto Mr. Spiders squishy, fluffy, pillowy body, both of us being 

caught by the webbing that had filled the room. Ms. Spider was pulled over on top of me, trapping me in 

between the bodies of to gigantic spiders, their massively furred bodies smothering my own now equally 

furry body in a sandwich of warm, beautiful, soft fur. I was on the brink of passing out, and just falling 

asleep right where I lay, with my arm still shoulder-deep in pussy and two giant pedipalps still trapped 

inside my ass and spinnerets. 

 

“How in the hell do these things keep happening?” I ask, my voice weak. Probably from yelling, and also 

from just being plain tired. Sex really takes a lot of energy ya know. 

 

“Hell if I know,” said an equally sleepy Angel, and I felt her next to my furry pile, sliding and squeezing 

between the two giant spiders until I found myself encased in the soft darkness between the bodies of 

two giant spiders, with Angel now lying next to me.  

 

“I don’t think I can take any more right now,” I admitted. 

 

But she didn’t say anything, and instead wrapped her arms around me. Both of our upper, human, 

bodies were now thickly covered in that impossibly smooth and soft and cushy fur, and buried in the 

furry bodies like this only made it seem even more as though I were adrift in a sea of the stuff. It was 

unspeakably comfortable and pleasant. 

 



“I can’t either, so let’s sleep and do this all again when we wake up,” she whispered. 

 

“Again?” I whined, my voice squeaking. 

 

“Can’t let you have all the fun!” she giggled. 

 

And I couldn’t help but laugh with her as we both drifted off to blissful sleep. 


